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RE:  HB 319 Testimony/Statement

Stacie Reid
82 Crestridge Ct, Howard, OH 43028

Attachment of brief statement on my position RE:  HB 319

Hello.  Just one of what I suspect represents the majority of OHIOANS wanting their Elected Reps to actually represent via
voting as the majority of Ohioans desire-vs-their own will/ideology.

My hubby & I know MANY who had avoided going out during the height of CV19 fearing persecution as a result of the
draconian measurement by our Fed & State governments & given the latest "flap" RE:  BIRD FLU, & amazing timing of
approval of a possible new VAX to address it, the time is  NOW to PREVENT the invasive mandates impinging our personal
freedom.

1. My elderly mother DID NOT CHOOSE to have the CV vax & avoided going to the MD for ANY reason during a 2-3 year
stretch (& despite likely having CV twice & a case of shingles) fearing she'd be given a vax or oral against her will, or
otherwise be goaded into accepting either without adequate informed consent.

2.  My previously/generally healthy & active/fit 6'2' 185#, low normal BP & Pulse husband took the J&J (despite inadequate
informed consent) as he was amidst radiation TX for Prostate CA & developed a short-lived high fever overnight mid
treatment. CVS would NOT admin a rapid flu test 1st & insisted on CV test, it was neg., but he feared having his 9 week
radiation TX would be interrupted & believed the lie that he'd neither get, nor transmit CV if he took the jab. 4 wks later, he
developed tachycardia, landed in ER twice, on a cpl cardiac meds,  ended up on BiPap & still suffered from intermittent A-
fib (affecting his quality of life) NEVER had heart issues pre-J&J. He's since had a cardiac ablation.

3.  Elderly father in A.L. lost already limited mobility during lockouts & suffered several post-vax neuro episodes. He is now
in LTC. Our elderly & young children were ruined by the lock downs & subsequent pressure campaign to accept CV jabs.
I've seen personalities & demeanor change in many of his LTC co-residents & enough had died in proximity to the jab to
connect the dots leading back TO the vax.

4.  We have MANY family/friends who either took a CV VAX, or REFUSED THE VAX & WERE REFUSED THEIR
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION for taking a vax, & who left their Healthcare or Govt. OR EVEN private industry jobs for
friendlier environments or early retirement due to threats of:
*job loss
*weekly mandatory CV testing
*loss of access to finances (by our financial institutions)
*inability to shop for groceries or ne essentials in person.
*loss of insurance coverage
***THE BEAT GOES ON! YOU NAME IT, THREATS WERE MADE from DC to COLS & beyond. Fauci himself declared people
needed to be made uncomfortable enough in their daily lives in order to increase acceptance of the CV vax.

**LOOK AT VAERS reports
**COUNT the oddly increasing morbidity and mortality rates among unusual demographics
**LOOK at the numbers of "died suddenly" reports among athletic specimens & others in a young demographic.

So much evidence.  Too much to elaborate in what was to be a few sentences.  ALL IT TAKES FOR EVIL TO PREVAIL IS
FOR GOOD MEN TO DO NOTHING.  Stop passing meaningless, freedom killing legislation & making ludicrous declarations
& PASS bills like 319 something MEANINGFUL to protect us from those who've taken oaths to protect us in the 1st place,
then failed miserably.


